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Abstract. The importance of e-learning systems is increasing mainly
due to the growing number of companies that need to train their employees. But companies need to make the process of creating e-learning
contents more efficient, this can be achieved reusing e-learning materials.
This happens especially in big companies with a considerable amount of
contents developed and stored. This paper presents an approach to indexing and retrieval of e-learning contents based on Textual Case-Based
Reasoning. We describe how we represent contents as cases and how
the indexing and retrieval mechanisms work. We also describe experimental work that defines a first setup for the reasoning mechanisms
implemented.

1

Introduction

Nowadays, most of the medium and large-size companies invest a considerable
amount of resources in the training and education of their employees. In order
to do it in an efficient way, most of these companies use e-learning systems.
Although the use of these type of system is widespread, one problem that the
e-learning users face is the time that takes to create an e-learning content. It can
take most of the time of the teachers and the development team of the e-learning
system. This problem is especially important in big organizations, where there
are a huge amount of different e-learning contents. Authoring and searching tools
are needed to make the content creation and maintenance process more efficient.
One of the kind of tools needed, are reuse mechanisms. Teachers must be able
to easily reuse materials from e-learning contents. In our work, we are interested
in creating these mechanisms for e-learning systems.
This paper presents a mechanism for indexing and retrieving e-learning contents, based on a Textual Case-Based Reasoning (TCBR [1, 2]) approach. This
mechanism is implemented in PEGECEL, a Learning Content Management System developed with the collaboration between PT Inovação and the AILab of
the University of Coimbra. A case in PEGECEL represents an e-learning content, with categories associated to it. TCBR techniques are used to help users
classifying contents (indexing) and in the retrieval of similar contents.

The next section describes PEGECEL and explains its architecture. Section
3 presents the way contents are represented using cases. Section 4 describes
how the indexing mechanism works and the next section shows the retrieval
mechanism. In section 6, we describe the experimental results of this work and
finally section 7 concludes the paper.
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PEGECEL

The PEGECEL project is a collaboration between the Artificial Intelligence
Laboratory of CISUC and PT Inovação. Its main goal is the development of an
e-learning content manager for FORMARE 3 , the e-learning platform developed
by PT Inova¸ão. PEGECEL provides tools to help reusing e-learning contents.
This paper focus in the reuse of e-learning contents. We explore three different
points: the case representation (since we have selected a Case-Based Reasoning
(CBR) [3, 4] approach for e-learning content representation), the indexing and
retrieval of contents.
We have chosen a CBR and Natural Language Processing (NLP) [5, 6] approach to solve the problems of classification and searching of e-learning contents.
Natural language processing (NLP) techniques are used to extract information
from the documents inside the e-learning contents, which then enables the use
of CBR to predict the categories of a new content. CBR can also retrieve a list
of contents similar to a user’s search query.
The two main concepts in PEGECEL are: contents, which correspond to
e-learning contents; and content areas, which are logic containers for contents.
There are three different users in the system: the administrator that has full
privileges in the system, which enables her/him to configure the system and
manage other users; the content manager, which is responsible for several content
areas; and the student (or normal user) that as access to specific content areas,
in a limited way. PEGECEL architecture comprises three layers (see figure 1):
the presentation layer, responsible for the interface with the users; the logic layer
that comprises all the managers and specific modules, including the reasoning
modules; and the data layer that comprises the information that supports the
system, which is stored in a database.
The presentation layer is web-based and comprises three different versions,
depending on the user privileges. The administrator has all the functionalities
available to her/him. This user profile represents the users that are in charge of
managing the system. The content manager profile is responsible for managing
the e-learning contents in the central repository, as well as the content areas.
The normal user or student, can only manage contents that s/he created or that
someone gave her/him managing permissions. Most of the times, the normal
user has a personal content area, where s/he may store and manage personal
contents and no editing permissions in other content areas.
The logic layer is the core of PEGECEL and comprises three different types
of modules: the core modules, which provide the more complex functionalities of
3
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Fig. 1. The architecture of PEGECEL, based in three layers: presentation, logical and
data.

the system; the content manager API, which provides access to the core modules, from the interface point of view; the data manager modules, that enables
the direct access to the data layer, making the bridge between the core modules
of the logic layer and the data layer. The core modules comprise four important
sub modules: the SCORM4 support module, which enables the system to handle e-learning contents in SCORM format; the multi-language support, which
enables PEGECEL to handle contents in several languages; the IMS LD5 support module, which enables the system to handle e-learning contents in IMS LD
format; and the content search module, which is responsible for indexing and
retrieving e-learning contents. The remaining of this paper focus on the content
search module.
The data layer comprises several information that is manipulated by the system. This information comprises: e-learning contents, content areas, information
about users, metadata and logging information. The metadata information comprises the case representation used for the system reasoning. The next section
presents how a case represents an e-learning content.
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A standard format for e-learning contents, see [7].
Another standard format for e-learning contents, see [8].
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Representing e-Learning Contents

As said before, PEGECEL uses a CBR approach, in which the case representation is a basic concept. A case in PEGECEL represents an e-learning content,
which comprises several files organized in a hierarchy defined in a manifest file.
The case problem description comprises a list of documents (files) each of which
has a list of words associated with it (see figure 2). These words are extracted
from the content documents, the next section describes this process in greater
detail. The case solution description comprises a set of categories (or topics, we
use both words as synonyms), which can be words extracted from the documents,
but can also be words given by the user. These categories represent the e-learning
content topics and are assigned by the user that classified the e-learning content.

Fig. 2. The case representation in PEGECEL.

PEGECEL uses cases for two tasks: the suggestion of categories to the user,
during the classification of an e-learning content, and the retrieval of similar
contents given a user query. The next two sections describe these processes in
greater detail.
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Indexing e-Learning Contents

The content search module is responsible for the indexing of cases, which is a
process comprising two phases: word extraction and content indexing (or building of a new case). The term extraction is a process that comprises several steps:
scanning each document in the e-learning content for text, removal of stopwords
and stemming. In the end, there is a list of words by document, and associated to each document there is information of word frequency in the document

(TFxIDF see [9]). If the document is in HTML format, which is the majority
percentage of documents in e-learning contents, PEGECEL extracts formatting
information, like: title, heading level, bolds, italics, and underlines. This formatting information is used to increase the word frequency associated with each
word.
Indexing only occurs when a user adds a content to the system. The user
must assign categories (or topics) to the content. PEGECEL suggests a list of
topics based on two sources: the words extracted from the content, organized by
document; and the topics of similar contents. The most frequent words extracted
from the content (see previous paragraph) are added to the list of suggested
topics. Note that words in titles and headings are given more importance.
PEGECEL also looks for topics from similar contents, which are represented
in the system as cases. So, the system retrieves the most similar cases (see the
retrieval and ranking in the next section) and selects the most frequent topics.
These topics, which came from the most similar contents, are added to the list
of topics to be suggested to the user. After which, the user selects the ones
that are important for the new content. Then the system creates a new case,
corresponding to the added content indexed by the topics selected by the user.
Figure 3 shows an example of the topic suggestion process.

Fig. 3. An example of topic suggestion in PEGECEL.

The creation of the list that comprises the suggested topics is based on the
selection of the nine more relevant words in the content (this number is based on
[10]) and the topics in the most similar cases. The number of similar cases to be
considered can be established by the system administrator as a system parameter. Then, for each topic is assigned a score, based on a weighted sum between
the frequency of the topic if it is present in the content, and the similarity score

that the case in which the topic is present. If a topic is suggested both from a
word in the content and from a similar case, then it will have a higher score, as
opposed to a topic coming from only one source. It is also presented to the user
a tag cloud (see figure 4) with the most used topics in indexing new contents,
which can help the user choosing the words. It also gives her/him a sense of
what is being indexed in the system.

Fig. 4. Topic presentation in PEGECEL as a tag cloud.
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Retrieval and Ranking of e-Learning Contents

The retrieval process is based on the words that index the cases describing the
e-learning contents. The output of retrieval is a list of cases, which has some
common words with the user query. The cases in this list are then ranked based
on the similarity that they have with the user query. The retrieval algorithm
searches the case base for cases indexed by words in the user query.
The ranking process can use three different similarity metrics, depending
on the goal of the system (see the experimental work section for a comparison
between these metrics). The similarity metrics used are: cosine similarity [9], a
standard metric that computes the cosine of the two vectors representing the
cases being compared; the word count similarity [9], that counts the number
of words in common between the description of the two cases; and the Jaccard
similarity [6], which is computed dividing the number of common words in both
cases by the number of words in both cases, or simply, ”intersection divided by
union”.
In the list of similar contents, the user can navigate through the topics of the
retrieved contents, thus browsing the contents by similar topics (see figure 5).

Fig. 5. Content presentation and navigation.
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Experimental Work

This section describes part of the experimental work performed with PEGECEL,
in particular the indexing and retrieval mechanisms. This section presents two
types of experiments: indexing experiments, evaluating the capability of the system to suggest categories to the user; and retrieval experiments, evaluating the
capacity of the system to find relevant contents. In the experiments, 40 e-learning
contents were used, in four different main subjects: Java, Coffee, Networks and
Software Engineering. Each one of these subjects has 10 different e-learning contents with a set of categories associated to them. These 40 contents comprise the
case base used in the experiments. For each main subject there are several sub
topics, which are distributed in the following way: Java 24, Coffee 27, Networks
30, and Software Engineering 38. The average number of topics by e-learning
content are: Java 5.6, Coffee 4.8, Networks 6.4 and Software Engineering 7.
6.1

Indexing Experiments

The indexing experiments evaluate the accuracy of the indexing mechanism to
suggest the correct categories to the user, when a new e-learning content is
added to the system. Remember that the system extracts the categories from
two sources: the words in the content documents and the categories of similar
contents (using the case similarity metric). For these experiments, 30 new contents (testing contents) were used. These contents were pre-categorized, enabling
the comparison between these categories and those suggested by the system. The
testing contents were distributed by the same main subjects as the ones in the
case base.
Figure 6 presents the average topic suggestion accuracy6 . There are two important parameters: P1 and P2, which are complementary as their sum is one.
6 SuggestedCategories∩RelevantCategories
SuggestedCategories∪RelevantCategories

Parameter P1 represents the categories suggested from the similar cases, and P2
represents the importance given to the words extracted from the content. This
figure has also a variation parameter, which is the similarity threshold, which
is the minimum similarity value for taking a similar case into account. By the
graph, it can be concluded that the best results with the current case base are
achieved with P1 = 0.9, P2 = 0.1, and the similarity threshold set to 0.05 (the
threshold is low, but this is due to the low similarity values between cases, which
represent different contents). These experiments were performed using the cosine
metric.

Fig. 6. Average topic suggestion accuracy by similarity threshold and by parameter
P1, (average value for the three similarity metrics).

We then tested the similarity metrics: cosine, word count and Jaccard’s. The
results are shown in figures 7 (threshold = 0.05) and 8 (threshold = 0.4). It can
be seen from the values that the best accuracy value occurs using the cosine
metric and, with P1 = 0.9 and threshold = 0.05. But with the threshold = 0.4,
the best value occurs using the word count similarity with P1 = 0.9.
6.2

Retrieval Experiments

The retrieval experiments are based on 30 queries defined by four different users,
within the four domain subjects. These queries were used as retrieval queries to
search for the most similar contents. Each one of these queries has a relevant
set of cases associated to it, which were selected by the users that defined the
queries. Several performance measurements were gathered: average retrieval time
(see figure 9), precision values, recall values and F measure values (see figure 10).

Fig. 7. Average topic suggestion accuracy by parameter P1 and similarity metric, for
a similarity threshold of 0,05.

Fig. 8. Average topic suggestion accuracy by parameter P1 and similarity metric, for
a similarity threshold of 0,4.

Figure 9 shows the average retrieval times (in seconds) by case base size,
on a Intel Dual Core machine with 4 GB of RAM, using Microsoft Windows
XP operating system and the Microsoft SQL Server 2005 database. From these
values it can be seen that while the cosine and Jaccard’s metrics increase the
retrieval time with the number of cases in the case base, the word count metric
remains stable. Figure 10 the average values for the F measure, where the cosine
metric presents the best results, with the word count metric in second place.
Figures 9 and 10 show a clear trade-off between accuracy and retrieval time,
with word count presenting a good compromise in both aspects.

Fig. 9. Average retrieval time by similarity metric and by case base size.
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Conclusions and Future Work

We have described an approach to e-learning content representation, indexing
and retrieval based on Textual Case-Based Reasoning. This work is integrated in

Fig. 10. Average values for the F measure by retrieval set size and similarity metric.

an e-learning platform helping content developers and teachers to reuse course
materials. Our first experiments with the indexing and retrieval mechanisms,
show a clear importance of the content words in the category suggestion, and a
trade off between the cosine and the word count similarity metrics for retrieval.
We think we have identified a first mechanism setup for being used in a real
environment. Future work also includes the development and exploration of a
case representation based on ontologies and Semantic Web technologies. An improvement that we want to explore is the reuse of parts of contents, in special
documents and SCOs.
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